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Topic Overview 
Topic BAFS Elective Part – Business Management Module – Human Resources 

Management 
M04: Functions of Human Resources Management – Performance and 
Compensation Management 

Level S5/6 
Duration 3 lessons (40 minutes per lesson)  
 
 
Learning Objectives: 
 
1. To understand the concept of performance management;  
2. To identify the critical steps involved in the performance management system; 
3. To acquire the techniques to assess employee performance; and  
4. To identify the critical elements included in compensation and benefit packages. 
 
 
Overview of Contents: 
 
Lesson 1 Performance Management System and SMART Goals 
Lesson 2 Performance Appraisal and Giving Feedback 
Lesson 3 Compensation and Benefit Management  
 
 
Resources: 
 

 Topic Overview and Teaching Plan 
 PowerPoint Presentation 
 Student Worksheet  

 
 
Suggested Activities: 
 

 Case Study 
 Group Discussion 
 Role Play 
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Lesson 1 

Theme Performance Management System and SMART Goals 
Duration 40 minutes 
 
Expected Learning Outcomes: 
 
Upon completion of this lesson, students will be able to: 
 
1. Describe the main areas covered in the performance management cycle; and  
2. Set SMART performance objectives. 
 
 
Teaching Sequence and Time Allocation: 
 

Activities Reference Time 
Allocation 

Part I: Introduction 
 Teacher starts the lesson by asking students to develop 

a criteria list to assess the performance of Betty, the 
“School Prefect”.  

 Teacher conducts a debriefing of the discussion. 

PPT#1-3 5 minutes 

Part II: Content 
 Teacher reviews the key concepts of performance 

management with students, including:   
 What is performance management 
 Aims of performance management 
 Performance management system  

PPT #4-6 10 minutes 

 Teacher explains why and how performance goals are 
set.   

 Teacher provides the guidelines for writing SMART 
objectives. Some common examples are suggested for 
reference.  

 Activity 1: “SMART Goals or Not” 
 Students are given Student Worksheet p.1, with 12 

statements of objectives on it.  
 Students should identify which statements specify 

a clear SMART objective. 
 Teacher checks and explains the answers with 

students. 

PPT#7-11 
Student 

Worksheet 
p.1 

10 minutes 

 Activity 2: Setting “SMART” goals for Betty 
 Ask students to form groups of 4-6 to complete 

Student Worksheet p.2.  
 Teacher briefly explains the activity to students, 

then ask each group to set SMART goals for Pretty 
Betty who is now working as a sales assistance.  

PPT#12-13 
Student 

Worksheet 
p.2 

10 minutes 
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 Invite students to report and explain their answers, 
teacher gives feedback on their sharing.  

Part III: Conclusion 
 Teacher rounds up by providing the suggested answers 

of Activity 2 to students, highlighting the key concepts 
covered in the lesson.  

PPT#14 5 minutes 
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Lesson 2 

Theme Performance Appraisal and Giving Feedback 
Duration 40 minutes 
 
Expected Learning Outcomes: 
 
Upon completion of this lesson, students will be able to: 
 
1. Understand the purpose of performance appraisal;  
2. Understand how to give specific feedback; 
3. Realise how to fill in a performance appraisal form; and  
4. Identify the pitfalls in completing a performance appraisal form. 
 
 
Teaching Sequence and Time Allocation: 

Activities Reference Time 
Allocation

Part I: Introduction   
 Teacher discusses with students about managing 

performance through feedback and performance 
appraisal. 

PPT# 17 3 minutes

Part II: Content 
 Teacher explains how to give positive and corrective 

feedback.  
 Activity 3: Giving Positive Feedback  

 Two students form a group to complete the 
exercise on giving positive feedback.  

 Activity 4: Giving Corrective Feedback  
 Teacher briefly explains the 2 cases to students 

and asks them to suggest ‘corrective feedback’ to 
the persons in the cases.  

 Ask students to share their answers, teacher gives 
comments.  

 Provide the suggested answer for student 
reference. 

 

PP#18-25 
Student 

Worksheet 
pp.3-5 

10 minutes

 Teacher explains the purpose of performance appraisal 
and common pitfalls in completing the form. 

 Activity 5: Fill in the Performance Appraisal Form 
for Betty (Appendix 1) 

 Ask students to fill in the “Performance Appraisal 
Form” for Betty individually by referring to 
Betty’s “Performance Record”. 

 Then students form groups of 4 to 6 to discuss the 
rating and comments they give to Betty. 

PPT# 26-30 
Student 

Worksheet 
p.6 

Appendix 1 

12 minutes
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 Teacher explains the steps in conducting a performance 
appraisal interview. 

 Activity 6: Role play– Performance Appraisal  
 Invite volunteers to role play Betty and her 

supervisor to conduct a performance appraisal 
interview. 

 Observers are asked to comment on the 
effectiveness of the role play. 

PPT#31-32 
Student 

Worksheet 
p.7 

12 minutes

Part III Conclusion 
 Teacher concludes the lesson by recapping the first 

three steps of Performance Management System. PPT# 33 3 minutes
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Lesson 3 

Theme Compensation and Benefit Management 
Duration 40 minutes 
 
Expected Learning Outcomes: 
 
Upon completion of this lesson, students will be able to: 
 
1. Identify various types of employee rewards; 
2. Understand the difference between compensation and benefit; and 
3. Describe various compensation and benefits programs. 
 
 
Teaching Sequence and Time Allocation: 
 

Activities Reference Time 
Allocation

Part I: Introduction 
 Teacher begins the lesson by stating the learning 

objectives of this lesson.  PPT# 34 3 minutes

Part II: Content                                          
 Teacher explains the objective of employee rewards and 

introduces the concept of compensations and benefits 
with examples.  

 

PPT# 35-39 10 minutes

 Teacher explains the differences between extrinsic and 
intrinsic rewards. 

 Activity 7: Exercise on Extrinsic / Intrinsic Rewards
 Students complete the exercise on their own.  
 Teacher provides and explains the answers. 

PPT#40-42 
Student 

Worksheet 
p.8 

10 minutes

 Activity 8: Three Remuneration Packages 
 Betty is looking for another job and she receives 

three job offers with different remuneration 
packages.    

 Students should compare the advantages and 
disadvantages of each package.  Then select the 
package that suits her most and give reasons. 

 Invite students to present and explain their 
answers. 

PPT#43 
Student 

Worksheet 
p.9 

12 minutes

Part III: Conclusion 
 With reference to T Betty’s case, teacher concludes the 

lesson by highlighting the key concepts covered.  PPT#44-45 5 minutes
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BAFS Elective Part
Business Management Module –
Human Resources Management

Topic M04: 
Functions of Human Resources 
Management – Performance and 
Compensation Management

Technology Education Section
Curriculum Development Institute

Education Bureau, HKSARG
April 2009

Introduction

In this session, students will learn the performance management system, 
including why and how to set performance goals, and managing staff 
performance by conducting performance appraisal and offering 
compensation and benefit. 

Duration

Three 40-minute lessons

Contents

Lesson 1 – Performance Management System and SMART Goals

Lesson 2 – Performance Appraisal and Giving Feedback

Lesson 3 – Compensation and Benefit Management 
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Meet Pretty Betty

Hi, I am Pretty 
Betty, the 

school prefect. 
How can I help 

you?

Prefect

Lesson 1

Introduce the imaginary figure “Pretty Betty” who leads us through the 3 
lessons.
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How would you evaluate school 
prefect’s performance?

You are required to evaluate the 
performance of the “School Prefect”, Betty.  
How are you going to handle this task? 

You have to ensure that Betty is being 
evaluated in a fair and equitable manner 
so that she is open to accepting the results.   

Students form groups of 4-6 and discuss ways to assess Betty’s 
performance  in a fair manner that would be acceptable to her.

Students may suggest measurements such as responsibility, punctuality, 
good academic result, good communication skills, ability to discipline 
students, etc. 

Once students have offered various measurements, ask them how they 
can ensure that Betty is willing to accept the assessment criteria.  

Possible answers are: the comments are fair; there are cases or 
incidents to support the comments; explain to Betty how she will be 
evaluated; these are objective measures.

Teacher concludes the discussion by pointing out that an effective 
system is required to assess an employees’ performance objectively.  
This system is called “Performance Management System”.
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What is performance 
Management?

An ongoing communication process 
between an employee and supervisor on 
how to evaluate and reward employee 
performance. 

Performance management is the means by which individual 
performance is linked to the company’s business objectives and 
operating plans.  For the success of the organisation, every 
employee must establish objective and  measurable performance 
goals that will in turn lead to achievement of organisational goals.
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Aims of Performance 
Management (PM)

To appraise employees fairly by focusing 
on specific performance goals.

To identify employee’s strengths and 
weaknesses for future career development.

To reward and retain staff through proper 
compensation and benefit management.

PM is concerned with organisational improvement through increased 
contribution by each employee.
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Performance Management System

Plan

Act

Monitor

Identify job description 

& business goals

Reward and retain 
staff through 

compensation and 
benefit 

Managing 
Performance by 

feedback and 
performance appraisal 

Set SMART goals

Reward

There are four stages of performance management:
- Stage One: Plan – Clarify job description and business goals.
- Stage Two: Act - Set SMART goals at the beginning of the year.

- Stage Three: Monitor – Give specific feedback and performance appraisal 
throughout the year.

- Stage Four: Reward – Attract, retain and motivate staff through 
compensation and benefit management

Benefits of PM:
For supervisor:
− PM provides a structured approach to review the progress and 

achievement of employees.
- PM provides an opportunity to recognise and reward individual 

contributions.
- PM helps to identify employee’s strengths and weaknesses to develop an 

employee training and development plan.
For employee:
- It provides specific goals which are in line with the organisational

objectives.
- It provides information about the employee’s ability, aspirations and 

potential.
- It enables employees to focus on future development and training needs.
For the organisation:
- It ensures individual contributions are geared toward achievement of the 

organisation’s objectives
- It establishes a consistent and relatively objective way of measuring and 

rewarding employees.
- It identifies special skills and talents, thereby helping the organisation

leverage its employees’ capabilities.
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Step One: 
Identify Job Description and 
Business Goals 
Identify key tasks that organisations expect staff to 
achieve in the position which will then result in 
achievement of business goals.

Example:
Business Goal of ABC Bank
Become the most preferred bank in China and South 
East Asia

Job Description of a Customer Relationship Manager
Build long-term relationships through product and  
service delivery that meet and/or exceed customer    
expectations. 

Before setting SMART goals, we need to understand the job description 
of the employee ,  i.e. job holder.  Without a job description, we are not 
clear on the key tasks and expectations required of the employee.  We 
may be unable to establish SMARTgoals relating to the employee role 
and job responsibilities.  

Before setting individual performance goals, we must understand the 
company’s overall goals. Individual goals must be directly aligned to and 
support the organisational goals.  

For example, the goal of ABC Bank is to become “The most preferred 
bank in China and South East Asia”.  The departmental goals are to 
develop new products that meet clients’ needs and provide superior 
customer service that exceeds customer expectations.  For individual 
goals, provide superior customer service.  
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Step Two – Set SMART Goals

Performance goals should be precise 
statements of what the employee is 
expected to achieve.

Performance goals should be mutually 
understood and agreed between 
supervisor and employee. 

Apart from the job description and business goals, supervisors may set 
individual employee performance goals based on the previous year’s 
performance.  

The performance goals specify exactly what the employee is expected 
to achieve. To avoid confusion, they should be clearly stated, 
communicated to the employee, mutually understood and structured in 
measurable terms.  Otherwise, it will be difficult to manage and
evaluate the year end performance.
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SMART Goals

SS specific

MM measurable

AA achievable

RR realistic 

TT time-bound

One way to set measurable objectives is to set “SMART” goals with 
specific and measurable performance standards.  With “SMART” goals, 
employees are clear about management expectations and will help 
eliminate subjective judgments or personal biases. 

Goals should be a precise statement of what the employees are 
expected to achieve. Goals should be specific, measurable, achievable, 
realistic and relevant to the employee’s duties and with a completion 
timeframe.  Goals that are not realistic or unachievable will de-motivate 
staff and result in failures.  Also, if the goal is subjective with no 
measurable outcome (e.g. “file the documents quickly” instead of “file the 
documents within 1 day”), the employee may not meet the supervisor’s 
expectations.  Furthermore, there must be a “due date” (time-bound) for 
any task.  Without a due date, tasks tend to be delayed. 
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Are these SMART Goals?

1. Reduce annual overtime costs by 15% 

compared to last year.

2.  Complete report by end of September 
with appropriate recommendations  to  
the satisfaction of management.

3.  Launch new product by Oct 15, 2009 
within the budget of HK$55,000.  

Answers are “Yes” because they are clearly specified in measurable 
terms with a clear timeframe, realistic and achievable. 

The goals need to be measurable to avoid subjective judgment. Typical 
measures are :

QuantitativeQuantitative e.g. %, ratio, dollars, numbers

QualitativeQualitative e.g. to customer / manager’s satisfaction

Time Time e.g. by due date

CostCost e.g. within the budget of ….
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Activity 1
SMART goals or not

Complete the Student Worksheet (p.1) on Complete the Student Worksheet (p.1) on 
““SMART Goals or NotSMART Goals or Not??””

Activity 1

Referring to the Student Worksheet (p.1) of “SMART goals or Not?”, 

ask students to decide which ones on the list are SMART goals. 

The answers are as follows:

1. No    (not specific enough)

2. Yes (with specific accuracy rate and cost )

3. Yes (with sales figure and date)

4. No     (no specific description of quality service)

5. No     (no specific description of “promptly” and “when necessary”)

6. No     (no specific description of “efficient”)

7. No     (no specific description of “promptly” and “timely”)

8. Yes   (with specific sales figure and cost) 

9. No.   (no specific descriptions of “how fast” and “accuracy”
required in completing the task) 

10.No (no specific description of “efficient”)

11.Yes (with specific absenteeism figure)

12.Yes (with specific figure on operating budget)
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Meet Pretty Betty Again

Hi, I am Pretty 
Betty, the Sales 
Assistant of the 
company! How 
can I help you?

Generation Y 
employee

Here comes Betty again.  Previously she was our School Perfect. She 
has now graduated and become a sales assistant. You are required to 
set the “SMART  Goals” for Betty.   
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Activity 2
Prepare SMART Goals for Betty

Job titleJob title: Sales Assistant
Job DutiesJob Duties::
1. Assist sales manager to plan, organise and          

monitor all sales activities.
2. Serve as personal assistant to sales manager     

providing required secretarial support.
3. Process sales orders using ERP system. 
ExerciseExercise

Refer to Student Worksheet (p.2)  on “Betty’s 
Job Description” and set the SMART goals for 
Betty.  

Activity 2

Instructions:

1. Divide students into groups of 4 to 6. 

2. Distribute Student Worksheet p.2 on “Setting SMART Goals for Betty”.

3. Go through the “Job Title”, “ Job Description” and “Key duties” with 
the students to ensure they clearly understand of the case.

4. Complete the first smart goal with students. Instead of “answering the 
phone quickly”, the goals is set as “answer within 5 rings” which is 
specific and measurable. Besides, it is relevant and achievable for an 
assistant to answer the phone within 5 rings.   

5. Ask students to complete the rest. 

Note: 

ERP System: Enterprise Resource Planning System  
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Suggested Answer: 
SMART Goals for Betty
− Answer the phone for sales managers within five within five 

ringsrings.
− Prepare sales data for sales managers  for meeting 

clients two working days before the meetingtwo working days before the meeting.  
− Prepare the sales forecast for sales manager on the

5th day of every month5th day of every month.
− Issue sales orders 2 days2 days upon receiving clients’

request.
− Follow up with sales payment 3 days3 days upon goods 

delivery
− Check stock and arrange printing promotion leaflet 

when the leaflet stock drop to 50 copiesdrop to 50 copies. 

Ask students to share their answers to match against the “SMART”
criteria.  Then provide the “Suggested Answers” for their reference.

End of Lesson 1
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Managing performance by 

feedback and performance 
appraisal

Lesson 2

There are four steps in the “Performance Management System”.  In 
Lesson 1, we covered “Step 1: Identify job description and business 
goals” and “Step 2 – Set SMART goals”.  In this lesson, we will discuss  
“Step 3 – Giving specific feedback and performance appraisal”. 
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Step 3 :  Managing performance 
through feedback and appraisal 

After setting SMART 
goals …

Management should monitor 
employee’s performance by 
giving specific feedback in a 
timely manner. 

Some managers tend not to discuss the employee’s performance during 
the year. They usually discuss it only at the annual performance
appraisal time at year end and focus on all the mistakes the employees 
made during the year. 

In that case, both employee and supervisor may consider “performance 
appraisal” as a fault-finding exercise instead of a communication tool to 
enhance mutual understanding of job requirement and performance.

Performance management provides a structured approach to review 
staff progress and achievements.  Managers need to acquire the 
effective techniques to provide specific feedback (both positive and 
corrective feedback) to employees in a timely manner to demonstrate 
they care.   
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Guidelines for Giving Feedback

Behavioural

Specific

Balanced (give positive and corrective 
feedback whenever appropriate) 

Timely

Be aware of your voice tone & body 
language

Be objective

As supervisors, we must give timely and specific feedback to our staff.
Through proper feedback, employees will understand management’s
expectations and identify areas for improvement. Therefore it is very
important that supervisors acquire the skills to offer constructive and
specific feedback.  Here are the guidelines:

- Behavioural: the feedback should focus on behaviours instead of 
subjective opinions.  

- Specific: the feedback should be supported by a case or specific
incident.

- Balanced: should give both positive and corrective feedback to 
demonstrate that the supervisor is not biased.

- Timely: give the feedback right after the incident while the memory 
is still fresh.

- Proper tone: remain calm and neutral rather than raising your voice 
and “shouting” at employees

- Objective: describe behaviours in an objective manner instead of 
“personal attacks” and request they take appropriate improvement 
actions.
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Giving Positive Feedback

BehaviourBehaviour State the behaviour non-
judgmentally

EffectEffect State the impact of the behaviour on 
the business / team/ goal

AppreciationAppreciation Express your appreciation and 
feeling about the success

It’s more effective giving praise and positive feedback as people 
welcome compliments.  However when giving positive feedback, do not 
just say “Well Done”, “Excellent”, as it sounds too superficial.  
Preferably, quote a concrete case or incident to demonstrate the
positive behaviour or quality the employee has displayed.  With specific 
feedback, the employee recognises how to maintain their good 
performance.  

Guidelines in giving positive feedback:

-Behaviour:  Describe the specific behaviour displayed by employee.

-Effect: Since the employee represents the team or company, 
explain how their good or bad behaviour affects the 
company.  

-Appreciation: Finally express sincere appreciation regarding the 
employee’s good performance and encourage them to 
keep up the good work.   
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An Example of Giving Positive Feedback

BehaviourBehaviour When you treat your customers 
like your good friends

Effect Effect It really gives a good impression 
to your customers

AppreciationAppreciation Thank him/her for their efforts 
and keeping it up 

Here is an example on giving “Positive Feedback”.  Teacher may ask two 
students to role play as an employee and supervisor to demonstrate 
giving positive feedback.
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Activity 3:
Giving positive feedback

Think of a classmate who performs very 
well with one particular task. You would 
like to praise him/her on that task.

Write the lines you would use to show your 
appreciation to him/her on Student 
Worksheet p.3.

Activity 3

Ask students to form groups of 2. Referring to Student Worksheet (p.3), 
complete the exercise on giving positive feedback.  

In the first round, Student A gives positive feedback to B by following the 
guidelines in giving positive feedback. Upon receiving feedback from A, B 
shares their feelings  and comments on the feedback received.  

In  the second round, Students A & B switch roles and repeat the same 
role play as Round One.
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Giving corrective feedback

BehaviourBehaviour State the behaviour non-
judgmentally

EffectEffect State the impact of the behaviour
on the business / goal

ExpectationExpectation State the expected corrective 
actions

ResultsResults Explain the results of the 
corrective actions

Instead of “negative feedback”, we say “corrective feedback” to avoid 
judgmental comments.  Again since it is harder to receive negative 
comments, we need to be aware of the impact on receiver.

Guidelines for giving corrective feedback:

-Behaviour : Describe what happened and the behaviour displayed 
instead of blaming or making judgmental comments.  

-Effect: Point out the negative consequences resulting from the 
undesirable behavior to inform the employee why they 
should take corrective actions.  

-Expectation: Encourage employees to take corrective actions and/or 
avoid committing the same errors again.   

-Results: Explain the expected desirable behaviour and the positive 
consequences of taking corrective actions.
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Example of Giving Corrective 
Feedback

BehaviourBehaviour Your tone of voice is flat with no facial 
expression when speaking to 
customers. 

EffectEffect Customer may feel you are not willing 
to help.

ExpectationExpectation Speak with a smile when speaking to 
customers.

ResultsResults It can improve your tone of voice and 
give the customer a warm and friendly 
impression. 

Share this example of “Corrective Feedback” with students.  

Communication is 90% unspoken and comes from body language.  
Therefore, maintaining positive body language is important to 
communications.  

Ask students to role play by communicating with others using no facial 
expression and speak in a mono tone manner to demonstrate the role 
body language plays in communication.
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Activity 4:
Giving Corrective Feedback

Refer to Student Worksheet (p.4) on “Giving 
Corrective Feedback”

Provide corrective feedback to the two 
cases listed in the Worksheet.     

Activity 4

Distribute the Student Worksheet (pp.4-5) and ask students to read the 
two cases and complete the tasks that follow. 

Briefly go through the worksheets with students to ensure they 
understand the case.   
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Corrective Feedback: 
Suggested Answers for Case One 

BehaviourBehaviour You were late four times last week. 
Each time you were late for more than 
25 minutes. 

EffectEffect Customers need to queue up for a long 
time due to insufficient staff at work.  

ExpectationExpectation Start work on time.

ResultsResults It can improve our image as customers 
do not need to queue up.                

There is no model answer for this exercise.  

Teacher can ask students to share answers before showing this 
“suggested answer”. 
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Corrective Feedback: 
Suggested Answer for Case Two

BehaviourBehaviour You’ve argued with customers three 
times last week. 

EffectEffect Customers may get upset or angry 
and complain to the company.  

ExpectationExpectation Demonstrate patience, calm 
customers down and resolves issues 
for them. 

ResultsResults Project a good impression to 
customers.  

Teacher asks students to share their answers for Case 2 before giving 
the suggested answers.
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Performance Appraisal

Performance Appraisal Form

Performance Appraisal Interview

After giving regular feedback to employees during the year, we need to 
summarise the employee’s performance by filling in the “Performance 
Appraisal Form” and conducting the “Performance Appraisal Interview”.
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Purposes of Performance Appraisal

Performance Appraisal is done annually to:

Evaluate staff job performance by assessing how well 
employees have achieved the “SMART Goals”

Identify the strengths and weaknesses of employees and 
compile a training plan for personal development.

To reward employees’ contribution with proper 
performance-linked bonus, salary increase and 
promotion. 

At the beginning of year, we set the “SMART Goals”.  Throughout the 
year, supervisor gives timely feedback on employee’s performance 
according to preset goals and measures. In  other words, supervisors 
give feedback immediately after an employee has  done something right 
or wrong.   Then at year end, supervisors summarise the employee’s 
performance during the “Performance Appraisal Meeting” then compile 
the training and development plan for the coming year.  

Based on the performance results (i.e. performance appraisal rating), 
employees will get appropriate rewards such as salary increases,
bonuses and promotions.  
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Pitfalls of Filling in 
Performance Appraisal Form

Leniency

Over demanding

Halo effect

Central tendency

Recent effect 

Similarity

Before conducting the “Performance Appraisal Interview” with employee,
supervisor needs to complete the employee “Performance Appraisal Form”.
While filling in the performance appraisal form, there are some common
mistakes that supervisors tend to make: 

− Leniency: too kind and tend to over-rate employees.

− Over demanding: too strict and tend to under-rate employees

− Halo effect: Due to one single positive or negative event, employees 
are rated very effective for all tasks or not effective for all tasks.

− Central tendency: tendency to rate in the middle of rating scales, i.e. 3 
out or a 5-point scale.

− Recent effect: Rate employee’s performance based on recent events 
instead of the yearly performance. 

− Similarity: employees with a similar personality or interests with the 
supervisor tend to score higher.
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After 1 year

Hi, I am Pretty 
Betty, the Sales 

Assistant! How do 
you like my work 

over the past year?

Earlier, we set the “SMART Goals” for Betty.  Now it is time to assess 
Betty’s performance. 
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Activity 5:
Fill in the Performance Appraisal 
Form for Betty

You are given two documents:
“Performance record of Betty”

“Performance Appraisal Form”

Study Betty’s performance record (Student 
Worksheet p.6) and fill in the Performance 
Appraisal Form (Appendix 1) for her. 

Activity 5

Introduce the structure of the “Performance Appraisal Form”. (Appendix 1) 

- The first part refers to “Personal Details of the Employee” such as 
name, position, salary.

- The second part covers “Fill in the performance rating in the 8 areas 
ranging from “Job Knowledge” to “Organising Ability” and the overall 
rating and comments.

- The third part is  “Recommended Actions”.  Supervisor writes down 
the “Rewards” offered such as “percentage of salary increase”, 
“Chance for promotion”, etc.

- The fourth part is “Personal Development Plan”. Supervisor completes 
the “Training and Development Plan” according to employee strengths, 
weaknesses and career objectives.  

Students are asked to fill in the “Performance Appraisal Form” for Betty
individually by referring to Betty’s “Performance Record”.
Then students form groups of 4 to 6 to discuss the rating and comments
they give to Betty. 
To prepare for the next activity, students should work out the positive and
corrective feedback for Betty and fill in the form (Student Worksheet p.7). 
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Conducting a Performance 
Appraisal Interview 

1. Introduction 

2. Performance review or self-
assessments  from employee

3. Feedback from supervisor

4. Agree on performance rating

5. Training and development plan

6. Close 

A performance appraisal interview is a formal meeting which needs to
have structure.  

Here are the steps:

1. Introduce the agenda at the start of the interview will keep both 
supervisor and employee on track.

2. Encourage employee to review their performance.

3. Supervisor gives feedback according to the performance appraisal
form.

4. Both agree on the performance rating after thorough discussion and 
mutual understanding.

5. After reviewing previous job performance, focus on future 
development by completing the “Training and Development Plan”.

6. Close the interview by thanking employee for their previous year’s 
contribution and encourage greater contribution for the upcoming
year. 
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Activity 6:
Performance Appraisal – Role Play 

Having completed the performance 
appraisal form for Betty, conduct the 
performance appraisal interview with Betty 
by giving her both positivepositive and correctivecorrective
feedback.  

Activity 6

Role Play:

- Invite volunteers to role play Betty and her supervisor to conduct a 
performance appraisal interview.

- The interview may last 15 minutes with the class acting as observers.

- During the role play, supervisor should give positive and corrective 
feedback to employees. And he/ she must cover the “Performance 
Rating”, “Recommended Actions” and “Personal Development Plan”
with the employee and seek their consensus.

- After the role play, observers are asked to comment on the 
effectiveness of the role play. 

Common mistakes found in “Performance Appraisal Interview”:

- Supervisors tend to talk too much while employees just sit and listen

- Supervisors tend to give some general comments such as “good”, 
“poor” with no specific supporting evidence

- Arguments between supervisors and employees as they do not see 
things “eye-to-eye”.
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The Performance Management 
System

Plan

Act

Monitor

Identify job description 

& business goals

Reward and retain 
staff through 

compensation and 
benefit 

Managing 
Performance by 

feedback and 
appraisal 

Set SMART 
goalsReward

Now we have completed the first three steps of the Performance 
Management System.  In the next lesson, we will introduce the last step -
- “Reward”.

End of Lesson 2
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Compensation and Compensation and 

Benefit ManagementBenefit Management

Lesson 3

This lesson will discuss various reward components and enhance 
students’ understanding on the differences between compensation and 
benefit. Various types of compensation and benefit schemes will also be 
introduced in this lesson. 
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Objectives of Employee 
Rewards

To attract good performers 
To retain high performers
To motivate future performance

• need to be competitive
• need to be equitable
• need to control costs
• need to fit the culture

Part of managing staff performance, after performance appraisal, is to 
offer appropriate employee rewards to demonstrate management’s 
recognition of employees’ contribution and thus motivate employees to 
work harder in the coming year.  

The rewards offered must be in line with the market average and good 
enough to  attract the right people.  For example, for a sales assistant, if 
the average salary is HK10,000 per month, offering $9,000 to $11,000 
per month is acceptable.  If the salary is too low, no one will apply.  Even 
if someone accepts the position, they will continually seek better offers as 
they feel underpaid. However, an offer of $13,000 per month, which is 
above market average, could cause financial burdens on the company. If 
the economy weakens, layoffs may be necessary.  
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Step Four: Compensation & Benefit

Reward include Compensation and Benefit.

Compensation: Compensation: usually the salary, bonus and 
recognition received to recognise employees’ job 
performance.

Benefits:  Benefits:  include annual, life insurance, medical 
benefit, retirement benefits for the well-being of the 
employees. 

The technical term used for job rewards is: “total remuneration package”
which covers both salary and fringe benefits.  The package can differ 
among companies. Some companies tend to offer a lower salary for new 
entrants.  Once employees prove to be competent and loyal, salary 
increases could follow.  Some companies offer high salaries due to high 
pressure and limited resources of the market.  Other companies offer job 
security and a lower salary.  Still others offer good benefits such as long 
annual leave of 24 days or attractive retirement schemes for staff 
retention.  Each company offers its own compensation packages to suit 
their organisational culture and achieve their staff retention strategies.  
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Compensation

Guaranteed Pay 

Basic salary and fixed allowance received 
monthly

Variable Pay

Performance-tied bonus received irregularly with 
no fixed amount 

Compensation includes “Guaranteed Pay” (i.e. basic salary and fixed 
allowance which is paid at fixed amount monthly) and “Variable Pay” (i.e. 
bonus which is tied to performance and can be varied each month).

On average, the proportion of guaranteed pay to variable pay is around  
80% to 20%.  However for some commissioned-based sales jobs, the 
proportion of guaranteed pay to variable pay may be 50% to 50%. 

On top of a cash payment, larger firms offer attractive fringe benefits to 
retain employees while small companies offer little or no fringe benefits.  
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What are Core Benefits?

Annual leave

Life insurance

Medical insurance

Housing allowance

Education sponsorship

Retirement scheme

Types of leave: Rest days, Statutory holidays, Public Holidays, Annual 
leave, Sick leave, Marriage leave, Compassionate Leave, Jury Duty 
leave, Study leave.

Life insurance: The amount of life insurance is subject to the staff 
seniority

Medical insurance: It may cover employees only or both employees, 
their spouse  and dependents.  Normally the amount of insurance 
coverage is subject to the grading of the employees. Some companies 
even offer dental insurance. 

Housing allowance is offered to senior or expatriate staff.

Education sponsorship means the companies pay for employees for 
further studies. 

Retirement scheme: most companies offer the basic MPF requirement 
that is 5% from employees and 5% from employers with a maximum of 
$1,000 from each party per month.  However some larger firms offer 
more generous  schemes, i.e. 5% of monthly salary from employees and 
5 – 15 % from employer according to the length of service.  For civil 
servants who joined HKSAR before 1997, they enjoy the most attractive 
retirement scheme, i.e. they will receive a lump-sum payment upon their 
retirement  and receive one third of their final monthly salary until their 
death.
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Compensation + Benefits = 
Total Remuneration package

Job A Job A 
Monthly salary: $12,000 with no bonus and 
overtime payment, 7 days annual leave

Job BJob B
Monthly salary: $11,000 with 1-3 month 
performance bonus, overtime payment for 
working after 6:00 pm. , 14 days annual leave. 

Which offer is more attractive?Which offer is more attractive?

The total package of a highly paid job without any fringe benefits may be 
worse than a lower paid job with good fringe benefits.  The above is an 
example.  

Which offer is more attractive? 

Job A seems to be more attractive as it offers higher monthly salary.  
However when we add up the bonus, Job B is more attractive.  Together 
with the overtime allowance and more annual leave, Job B is better than 
Job A  in terms of salary and benefits. 
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Intrinsic

Participation in 
decision making

Greater job
freedom and

discretion

More 
responsibility

More
interesting work

Opportunities
for personal

growth

Diversity of
activities

Salary

Performance
bonuses

Commission

Overtime 
allowance 

Gratuity 

Non-financial
Preferred

office
environment

Preferred 
working hours

Preferred 
working location

Membership of prestigious  clubs

Own secretary

Impressive job titles

Overseas training opportunities 

Types of Rewards

Financial

Extrinsic

Apart from cash payments (compensation) and benefits, there are 
other rewards that can attract employees.  Basically rewards can be 
categorised into 2 types: “Extrinsic” and  “Intrinsic”. 

Extrinsic are those rewards that are visible or tangible, e.g. salary, 
bonus, job promotion. However since resources are limited and we
have to control staff cost, we cannot offer  salary increments and job 
promotions all the times.  Therefore, we need to offer some intrinsic 
rewards to recognise employee contributions and stimulate motivation.   

Intrinsic rewards aim to increase employees’ self-esteem and job 
satisfaction.  Examples of these rewards include: challenging tasks, 
“Employee of the Month” certificate, a wider variety of tasks to increase 
employees’ exposure and develop their all-round skills.

Intrinsic rewards may be more important than extrinsic rewards for 
younger employee with no financial burdens. Furthermore, the more 
educated workforce likes recognition and respect. 
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Activity 7: 
Exercise on Extrinsic / Intrinsic 
Rewards

Extrinsic Rewards Extrinsic Rewards 

• Salary (basic pay)
• Bonuses, commissions 

(variable pay)
• Benefits

Intrinsic Intrinsic 

RewardsRewards

• Challenge

• Recognition 

• Growth

Activity 7

Distribute Student Worksheet p.8 on “Extrinsic and Intrinsic Rewards”.

Answers for the Worksheet:

1. I 

2. E

3. E

4. I

5. E          

6. I

7. I

8. I

9. E

10. I

11.E

12. I

13. I

14. I

15.E
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Meet Pretty Betty when she is 
really pretty now

Hi, I am Pretty 
Betty. 

Remember me?  
I need your help 

again!

Package A Package B Package C

Activity 8

Distribute Student Worksheet p.9 on “Three Remuneration Packages”
and briefly explain the activity to students. 
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Activity 8:
Three Remuneration Packages

Contrast and compare the compensation 
and benefits of each package

Choose the most preferable one for Betty

Activity 8

Betty is looking for another job after working as a “Sales Assistant” for
more than a year.  She receives three job offers with different
remuneration packages.   Please choose the best package.

Package B is the best for the following reasons:

− Fewer working hours: 5-working day per week which means 2 days 
off per week. 

− Better retirement scheme as the contribution from employer is 10% of 
monthly salary after 5 years of service. For package C, there is a 
maximum of  $2,000 per month from both the employer and the 
employee.  The amount saved may not be enough to support 
retirement life.  

− Package B offers more variable pay through performance bonuses.

− Package B offers more annual leave and other leave if employee 
stays with the company for more than 2 years.  

There is no definite answer as it all depends on employees’ preference.  
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Conclusion

Since a total remuneration 
package includes both 
compensation and benefits 
(annual leave, medical insurance, 
etc.)

We need to study details of the 
remuneration package before we 
decide whether or not to take up 
a job offer.  

Teacher concludes the main concepts covered in the lessons. 
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The End

End of Lesson 3
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BAFS Learning and Teaching Example 
As at April 2009 

BAFS Elective Part – Business Management Module – Human Resources 
Management  
Topic M04: Functions of Human Resources Management – Performance and 
Compensation Management 

 

Activity 1 

           SMART Goals or Not? 
 
Write Y (yes) or N (no) in the bracket. 

1. Achieve maximum market share. (   ) 

2. Reduce coding errors on existing computer programs by 25% 
by April 1, at a cost not exceeding $4,000.   

(   ) 

3. To increase the sales of model X by 12% before May 1 with 
no increase in sales expenses. 

(   ) 

4. Improve the service quality of the company. (   ) 

5. Telephone answered promptly and messages taken when 
necessary. 

(   ) 

6. Provide efficient secretarial and administrative support to 
the department.  

(   ) 

7. Ensure information is circulated promptly and timely.    (   ) 

8. Increase sales revenue in Europe and Middle East Services 
by 20% by year end with no more than a 5% increase in 
overhead costs.  

(   ) 

9. Fill all the documents for the department. (   ) 

10. Provide efficient secretarial support for the department 
head. 

(   ) 

11. Improve teamwork and morale by reducing absenteeism by 
10%. 

(   ) 

12. Exercise budget control by ensuring expenditure is within 
the agreed + / - 5% annual operating budget. 

(   ) 
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Activity 2  

Setting “SMART’ goals for Betty 

 
Job Title: 
Sales Assistant 
 
Accountability: 
1. Assist sales manager to plan, organise and monitor all sales activities to 

achieve sales targets.   
2. Serve as sales manager’s personal assistant to providing required 

secretarial support.  
3. Process sales orders using ERP system.    
 
Key duties: 
- Handle incoming calls for sales managers; 
- Prepare sales data for sales managers to meet clients; 
- Prepare the sales forecast for sales manager; 
- Issue sales orders; 
- Follow up on sales payments; and 
- Check stock and arrange printing of promotional brochures and leaflets. 
 
According to the above listed key duties, set the “SMART” goals for Betty.   
 
SMART Goals:   
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
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Activity 3 

Giving Positive Feedback 

 
Think of a classmate who performs very well at a particular task. You would 
like to show your appreciation for his/her performance. Write the lines 
you would use below:  
 

Behavior 

 

Effect 

 

Appreciation 
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Activity 4  

Giving Corrective Feedback 

 

Using the guidelines for giving corrective feedback, provide your input to 
the two cases below:   

Behavior State the behavior non-judgmentally 
Effect State the impact of the behavior on team / others 

Expectation State the expected corrective actions to be taken 
Results Explain the result by taking the corrective actions 

 
Case 1 
 
To avoid making customers wait, it is important for employees to arrive on 
time.  Susan has been with the company for four years, and she has 
excellent customer service skills.  However, in the last three weeks, you 
noticed she had arrived late several times.  She was late four times last 
week by more than 25 minutes. As the supervisor of Susan, you decide to 
talk with her. 
  
   
Suggested Feedback to Susan:  
 

Behavior 
 
 
 

Effect 
 
 
 

Expectation 
 
 
 

Results 
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Activity 4  

Giving Corrective Feedback 

 
Case 2  
 
Paul has worked in customer service support for the past year.  His 
technical knowledge is excellent and he is effective at quickly helping 
customers resolve problems. But over the past week, you have observed 
three occasions where Paul lost patience and argued with customers. The 
position requires a high degree of patience and he must learn the 
techniques necessary to deal with customers and resolve conflicts. Failure 
to achieve these job requirements could result in him losing his job.  

 
   

 
 
 

 

Suggested Feedback to Paul:  
 

Behavior 
 
 
 

Effect 
 
 
 

Expectation 
 
 
 

Results 
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Activity 5  

Performance Record for Betty 

 

Betty is an assistant to the sales managers to help them achieve sales goals, 
sales order follow up and provide required secretarial support.   
 
Her performance record for the past year is as follows: 
 
Betty has worked with the company for 2 years since completing S.7 
studies.  She is hardworking, keen and willing to take on extra work, but 
sometimes makes careless mistakes.  Although she is committed to her 
responsibilities, she has difficulties solving daily job related issues and 
tends to constantly ask her supervisor for advice. Her planning and 
organising skills are weak and sometimes she misses deadlines.  She has a 
passive attitude and is not proactive, but waits for her supervisor to assign 
tasks. She gets along very well with colleagues and demonstrates good 
teamwork in working with others.  
 
By referring to the goals set at the beginning of the year, she achieved 
70% of the goals and measures.  Since she is young and lacks confidence, 
it is recommended that she attend part-time studies to increase her 
academic standards and professional qualifications.   
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Activity 6 

 

Role play: Performance Appraisal  

Giving Positive and Corrective Feedback to Betty  

 

Positive Feedback for Betty  
 

Behavior 
 

Effect 
 

Appreciation 
 

 
Corrective Feedback for Betty 
 

Behavior 

 

Effect 
 

Expectation 
 

Results 
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Activity 7  

Extrinsic and Intrinsic Reward 

 
Below is a reward list to recognise employee performance. Please indicate 
the types of reward by writing “E” for extrinsic rewards and “I” for 
intrinsic rewards.  
 
1. (    ) “Employee of the Month” certificate with employee’s name and 

department. 
2. (    ) Tour to Japan for staff meeting and/or exceeding sales 

targets. 
3. (    ) Promotion to higher ranks due to good performance. 

4. (    ) “Letter of Appreciation” for receiving positive feedback 
letters from customers. 

5. (    ) $1,000 cash coupon for being selected as the “Smiling 
Ambassador” of the company. 

6. (    ) Chance to take up a challenging job. 

7. (    ) Receive public praise from supervisor for performing a good 
job. 

8. (    ) Take on challenging tasks using your strengths and leading to 
job satisfaction. 

9. (    ) Promoted to a higher rank in recognition of outstanding 
performance. 

10 (    ) Move to a bigger office. 

11. (    ) Receive subsidies for attending external training programs. 

12 (    ) Act as the Deputy Head while Department Head is on leave. 

13 (    ) Have lunch with CEO (Chief Executive Officer). 

14 (    ) Represent the company at an international conference. 

15 (    ) Receive stock options to purchase company stock at a 
discounted price. 
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Activity 8 

Three Remuneration Packages 

Below is the compensation and benefit packages offered by 3 different 
companies.  Please compare the advantages and disadvantages of each package.  
Then select the package you prefer most and explain why.    
 
 Company A Company B Company C 
Basic salary $10,000 $11,000 $12,000 
Meal allowance $600 / month nil nil 
Overtime 
payment 

Yes, cash payment 
with maximum 3 hours 
everyday 

No cash payment, 
provide time-off  

nil 

Annual leave 14 12 day, 1 more day with 
1 year of service with 
maximum 24 days 

12 

Other leave: 
Compassionate 
leave 
Wedding leave 

5 days of wedding 
leave , no 
compassionate leave 

2 days compassionate 
leave and 3 days 
wedding leave 

Nil 
 

Medical  
benefit   

Cover staff, spouse 
and dependants with 
dental scheme 

Cover staff, spouse and 
dependants 

Cover staff only 
 

Bonus  Guarantee one extra 
month of salary  

Performance bonus 
subject to 
performance, bonus 
range from 1 to 3 
months of salary 

No bonus 

Education 
Sponsorship 

Maximum $10,000 per 
staff per year 

Nil Maximum 
$100,000 per 
program approved.  

Working hours 5 1/2 week with 
alternative Saturday 
off.  8 hours on 
weekdays and 4 hours 
on Saturday.  

5 day’s work with 9 
hours every day 
 

5 1/2 days a week 
with 8 hours on 
weekdays and 3 
hours on 
Saturday. 

Retirement 
Plan  

5% contribution of 
monthly salary from 
both employees and 
employer throughout 
the service period. 

5% contribution from 
both employees and 
employer for the first 
5 years.  5% from 
employees and 10% 
from employer from 
the 6th year onward. 

Minimum MPF 
coverage with 
maximum $1,000 
per month from 
employees and 
employers 
respectively. 
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Performance Appraisal Form  

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL   

Name      :  Pretty Betty  DATE OF ENTRY    :  September 1, 2008  

POSTION  :   Sales Assistant PRESENT SALARY  :   $9,500 

DIVISION / DEPARTMENT : Sales Department  Job Grade   :          Clerical III Sex Female 

(1) 

JOB KNOWLEDGE 

(2) 

EFFECTIVE OUTPUT 

(3) 

ACCEPTANCE OF RESPONSIBILITY 

A  Exceptional range and depth of knowledge A  Outstanding in the amount of work he/she does A Seeks additional responsibility. No supervision required 

B  Sound knowledge of function B  Gets through a great deal of work B Accepts obligations. Minimum supervision required. 

C  Good knowledge. Needs occasional help C  Output satisfactory C Requires only general supervision 

D  Fair knowledge. Still some gaps D  Does rather  less than expected D Unsure of himself/herself. Needs frequent supervision 

E  Has a lot to learn about the job E  Output regularly insufficient E Avoids responsibility. Needs constant supervision 

(4) 

ANALYTICAL ABILITY 

(5) 

CO-OPERATION 

(6) 

RELIABILTY AND ACCURACY 

A  Can solve original problems. Keeps to essentials A  Goes out of his/her way to be helpful A Very accurate and completely reliable 

B  Picks out relevant details. Reaches correct B  Fits in well with group B Makes few mistakes and seldom forgets 

C  Generally sound. Sometimes led astray C  Generally works well with group C As accurate as most. Reliable on the Whole 

D  Adequate analysis of simple problems only D  Co-operates if given a lead, sometimes awkward D Makes a few mistakes. Requires supervision 

E  Tends to make unwise decisions E  Prefers to get through single handed E Tends to be inaccurate. Needs frequent attention 

(7) 

INITIATIVE 

(8) 

ORGANISING ABILITY 

(9) 

OVERALL RATING OF EFFECTIVENESS IN PRESENT JOB 

A  Quick to seize opportunities and develop them A  An extremely able organiser To be completed by departmental manager 

B  Resourceful in most situations B  Good organising ability. Can plan ahead well 

C  Generally decisive. Sometimes needs guidance C  Efficient in normal circumstances 

Barely 
adequate

E 

Adequate 
 

D 

Average 
 

C 

Very good
 

B 

Outstanding 
 

A 

D  Slow to act without confirmation D  Not a very good organiser on the whole 

E  Routine minded. Will not act on own initiative E  Sometimes gets in a muddle. Hold-ups occur 
     

OVERALL COMMENTS 

 

 

 

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS    

Proposed Revised Salary  : ______________________ Percentage Increased :  __________________________________

Transfer/Promotion to/Position  : ___________________________________________________ 

Effective date               : ____________________________________________________ 

Other Recommendations:  Confirm as permanent staff 
 
 Require further  (     ) months  
 Extension of probationary period

Recommended by: 

 

_______________________________________________________

Department Head 

 
 

_______________________________________________________

Date 

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN  

For Position(s): __________________________________________________________________________________________

              __________________________________________________________________________________________

Time Frame for 1st Movement:______________________________________________________________________________ 

Training Required : _______________________________________________________________________________________

Other Training Recommended: ______________________________________________________________________________
 

Approved by: 

 

_______________________________________________________
Director/Division Head 

 

_______________________________________________________
Date  


